October 5, 1911

My dear Sir William,

You will doubtless agree with me that the recent great discussion which has been disturbing us to much was received and appreciated. I am afraid that I do not wholly agree with you in point of view and dare not say that you can not advocate the view that the majority of us believe in - namely that it would be a great advantage to the student of medicine if he clinical teach the practice of medicine in the clinical and laboratory as outside practice. In many cases the student in the classroom and laboratory are outside practice. In many cases the student is in the classroom and laboratory. There have been some disturbances in the schools which could have been avoided, had there been a greater advantage in the classroom and laboratory. 2

The whole discussion. Alternation.

I think it is essential to have the advantage of the other other advantage of the other theoretical advantage.
Commend chief to the laboratory men.

Commend chief to the laboratory men.

The statement that the clinical men have been better scientists has no

The statement that the clinical men have been better scientists has no

their place - presently St. Louis - in

their place - presently St. Louis - in

the little time

the little time

the clinicians have given all their time.

the clinicians have given all their time.

Then this has gone - not certainly of

Then this has gone - not certainly of

the discussion here.

the discussion here.

I know that they will make us

I know that they will make us

an offer in absolute form which

an offer in absolute form which

we can accept or reject. They

we can accept or reject. They

are all in making any certain

are all in making any certain

recommendation for this reason.

recommendation for this reason.

I regret that they are not satisfied

I regret that they are not satisfied

with our attitude. I regret this

with our attitude. I regret this

You sent your letter as it will

You sent your letter as it will

probably make them less willing

probably make them less willing

to take action and besides

to take action and besides

You have introduced another

You have introduced another

feature which does not